Compartmentalization and metabolic channeling for multienzymatic biosynthesis: practical strategies and modeling approaches.
: The construction of efficient enzyme complexes for multienzymatic biosynthesis is of increasing interest in order to achieve maximum yield and to minimize the interference due to shortcomings that are typical for straightforward one-pot multienzyme catalysis. These include product or intermediate feedback inhibition, degeneration, and diffusive losses of reaction intermediates, consumption of co-factors, and others. The main mechanisms in nature to tackle these effects in transient or stable protein associations are the formation of metabolic channeling and microcompartments, processes that are desirable also for multienzymatic biosynthesis in vitro. This chapter provides an overview over two main aspects. First, numerous recent strategies for establishing compartmentalized multienzyme associations and constructed synthetic enzyme complexes are reviewed. Second, the computational methods at hand to investigate and optimize such associations systematically, especially with focus on large multienzyme complexes and metabolic channeling, are discussed. Perspectives on future studies of multienzymatic biosynthesis concerning compartmentalization and metabolic channeling are presented.